EVERYTHING
YOU NEED
TO KNOW
ABOUT
MARMOLEUM
§ 5 organic structures

§ functional solutions
§ long lasting quality

§ cleaning & maintenance
§ installation accessories

Fresco

Fresco has a strong palette of
subtly blended tone-on-tone
items each creating a fresh,
delicate and balanced aesthetic.
The soft contrast of its refined
marbled structure gives a gentle
feel which sets the stage for
calm and soothing interiors.
The softness of Fresco enables it to
sit well next to all Marbled as
well as Striato items.

Marmoleum Fresco
3860 | silver shadow

Real
Real is our classic blend,
consisting of many carefully
selected individual color
tones that combine to create
beautifully graded colors, from
warm neutrals and calm greys
to exciting brights and fashion
shades. Developed to create
choice, Real can be mixed
together or combined with other
Marmoleum designs to provide
more imaginative compositions.

Marmoleum Real
3032 | mist grey

Terra
Our most recently developed
blend is Terra. A close, tight
and highly contrasting structure
inspired by igneous rock types.
Terra combines a sophisticated
small-scale marbled structure
with great soil hiding properties.
Terra offers an authentic color
mix creating an effect that is
very versatile and combines
well with other items in the
Marmoleum collection. Terra’s
good appearance retention
makes it ideal for use in high
traffic areas and provides a
natural feel to any environment.

Marmoleum Terra
5802 | alpine mist

Vivace
Vivace is our liveliest and
most outspoken blend made
with six to eight colors.
The differentiated elements
combine to create a chameleonlike product that adapts well
to a multitude of interiors,
coordinating easily with
many other surface finishes
and colors. The high-contrast
construction of Vivace makes it
a smart choice in areas prone
to soiling where the superior
appearance retention of the
product is valued.

Marmoleum Vivace
3420 | surprising storm

Splash
Marmoleum Splash is a new
design in Forbo’s Marmoleum
portfolio. From a distance
Splash appears light grey with
a slight nuance in tone, yet
from up close Splash is an overall
light grey with hints of surprising
colors peeking through.
This modern and playful design
is ideal for use on its own but can
also act as a connector between
the more classic marbled and
uni-patterned visuals in
the collection.

Marmoleum Splash
3428 | seashell

Concrete
The solid marble design
of Marmoleum Concrete
differentiates itself from the
classic Marmoleum flooring
with its subtle stone-like
structure. The color palette is
neutral with warm tones and
cool modern concretes, yet with
an extension of 6 bright colors
for creating a powerful accent
in your floor design.

Marmoleum Concrete
3704 | satellite

Piano
Piano is the Italian word for
gently, plain, smooth or soft. In
our Marmoleum Piano design a
subtle soft fiber feel is combined
with a plain background creating
a semi-plain design with dirt
hiding properties.
Our Piano flooring is the perfect
alternative for those who love
the minimal and plain aesthetics
of our Walton range but require
soil hiding properties.

Marmoleum Piano
3629 | frosty grey

Slate
Inspired by the natural texture
of stone. Marmoleum Slate
introduces a unique embossed
texture that adds a new
dimension to our Marmoleum
flooring. The result is a surface
that has the timeless aesthetic
of stone with the warmth and
purity of linoleum.
The slate look is sophisticated
and refined and plays with the
light making your floor come
to life.

Marmoleum Slate
e3745 | cornish grey

Striato
The Marmoleum Striato
collection presents an exciting
range of linear designs in
contemporary neutrals to allow
the floor to act as a backdrop
to everyday modern interiors.
Striato Original and Striato
Textura both respond to the
trend for tactility and tonal
finishes, Striato Color emphasis
the bright and striking interiors
that can be created using
Marmoleum.

Marmoleum Striato
3573 | trace of nature

ACOUSTIC SOLUTIONS
Sound is noise pollution and it can have adverse effects
on the human body such as sleeping disorders, stress,
headaches, memory loss, aggressiveness and learning
difficulties. In fact, the fight against noise is a question
of public health, as well as keeping our surroundings
comfortable and quiet. That’s why acoustic performance is
essential when designing a new building or refurbishing
an existing one.
A materials impact on acoustics can be measured by
how well it can lower background noise levels, serve as
acoustical insulation, and reduce the transmission of
impact sound, such as footsteps. Marmoleum can help to
improve communication, block unwanted sounds, and
lower overhead noise.

made to order
Marmoleum Decibel provides the highest impact sound reduction
of 18dB. This sustainable acoustic flooring consists of 2.5 mm
Marmoleum laminated onto a 1 mm layer of polyolefin foam.
Marmoleum Decibel “made to order” allows the use of any color or
structure in Marmoleum possible. Minimum order quantities and
lead times apply. Please contact your local sales representative
for more information.
Also available from stock in 14 colors selected from the
Marmoleum Marbled collection and 13 colors from Marmoleum
Concrete, please check with customer service for lead time.
Visit www.forboflooringna.com for the full range of colors.

Marmoleum has one of the highest Noise Reduction
Coefficients (NRC) for resilient flooring (sound absorption),
provides excellent Sound Transmission Class (STC) (sound
insulation) and can achieve an Impact Insulation Class (IIC)
over 60 (Marmoleum Decibel six in slab with drop ceiling)
reducing foot falls.

325235 | sparrow
322435 | chartreuse

303835 | Caribbean

322535 | dandelion

386035 | silver shadow

314635 | serene grey

312035 | rosato

322435 | chartreuse

262135 | dove grey

304835 | graphite

325235 | sparrow

303035 | blue

305335 | dove blue

387235 | volcanic ash

324635 | shrike

312735 | Bleeckerstreet

DEFINING NATURAL SPACES
Marmoleum allows you to bring the beauty
of nature into your interior environment with
warm, tactile surfaces, rich color palettes and
natural light reflection properties. Available
in a broad palette of colors and structures,
ranging from soft and subtle to vibrant and
bold, Marmoleum helps set the mood and
define spaces intended for work, play and
rest. Marmoleum’s patterns and textures can
be used alone, or effortlessly combined with
other structures such as wood and stone for
endless design possibilities. Marmoleum’s
natural matte finish minimizes glare and
reduces eye strain, while allowing natural
light into the space for a welcoming
connection with nature.

3428 | seashell

3260 | leaf

BENEFITS OF MARMOLEUM
Ergonomics
Marmoleum provides the necessary stability and traction for comfortable foot traffic. Marmoleum offers low resistance
to wheeled traffic, providing easier navigation while helping reduce pains and strains related to pushing and pulling
when compared to other flooring types.
Infection Control
Marmoleum’s ability to inhibit the growth of bacteria stems from
the natural raw materials that go into its production. An inherent
property of the product, the bacteriostatic qualities of Marmoleum
won’t diminish over time, giving peace of mind and constant
protection from the moment it is installed.
Marmoleum is a supplement to and not a substitute for standard
infection control practices and has been shown to reduce
microbial contamination*, but does not necessarily prevent cross
contamination or infections; users must continue to follow all
current infection control practices.
*Based on Independent Laboratory Testing

Non Heat welded Marmoleum
Marmoleum, which is naturally PVC and Plasticizer free, no longer
requires heat welding to achieve hygienic, water tight seams
when installed with Forbo adhesives. This is due to continuing
advancements made by Forbo Flooring Systems over the past
decades in our water-based adhesive technologies, combined
with Marmoleum® TopShield™ occupancy ready factory finish.
Independent 3rd party research shows that non heat welded
Marmoleum seams are as hygienic as heat welded sheet vinyl
saving precious installation time and money.

Non-heat welded Marmoleum

Cost-effective
Marmoleum is cost-effective. Marmoleum with TopShield2 delivers long-lasting appearance
retention and provides the lowest cost of ownership flooring solution over its lifetime.
Marmoleum is engineered to withstand heavy foot traffic and has superior scuff and scratch
resistance, coupled with the ability to repair the surface if damage occurs. These features,
combined with a 10-year no-finish warranty, allows for an industry lowest cost of ownership*
(*please view Forbo Cost of Ownership calculator at www.floorcostcomparison.com).

Cost of Ownership
Website

3883 | moonstone

2499 | sand
3136 | concrete
3146 | serene grey

DURABLE
Adhesive
Marmoleum is installed into wet adhesive, ensuring a 100% bond to the substrate. This type of installation helps prevent damage
from topical moisture, providing a physical barrier to the intrusion of maintenance chemicals. This secure type of installation also
helps prevent damage caused by pivot point movements of casters. Forbo offers a wide variety of high moisture resistant adhesives
to fit the needs for many projects.
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Thanks to its natural ingredients, Marmoleum gets more
durable over time and features a 30-year System Service
Life and a 30- year warranty.
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Marmoleum does not contain PVC, Phthalates, or
Styrene providing a safe and low emitting floor.
Marmoleum can help with LEED, Well, and ILF Living
Building Challenge credits.

P

Naturally PVC, Phthalate and Red List Free

Scratch resistant
Marmoleum is protected by TopShield2, a double UV cured, water-based finish that provides occupancy-ready, clean-and-go
installation and is repairable. In addition to Marmoleum’s 30-year warranty, it also features an excellent 10-year no-finish warranty.

5804 | pink granite

3266 | lilac
3123 | arabesque

The Marmoleum Authentic selection is a range of 22 timeless items for
which Forbo guarantees stock availability until the end of 2028. The range
incorporates Real and Fresco designs in several steps of neutral greys and beiges,
complemented with a number of brighter and more colorful items, which can
be used for accent colors or zoning.
3038 | Caribbean

3846 | natural corn

3032 | mist grey

3136 | concrete

3860 | silver shadow

3858 | Barbados

3075 | shell

3173 | Van Gogh

3048 | graphite

3146 | serene grey

3866 | eternity

3252 | sparrow

3141 | Himalaya

3225 | dandelion

2939 | black

3139 | lava

3030 | blue

3055 | fresco blue

3828 | blue heaven

3224 | chartreuse

3127 | Bleeckerstreet

3203 | henna

3.2 mm
A range of eight neutral, long lasting Marmoleum colors in 3.2 mm thickness is
available for those situations in which 3.2 mm is still being specified for its
long wear (for example for stairs). Marmoleum 3.2 mm is a non-stock item,
longer lead times apply.

3139 | lava

3032 | mist grey

3146 | serene grey

3252 | sparrow

3038 | Caribbean

3048 | graphite

3139 | lava

3055 | fresco blue

3075 | shell

Raised flooring
Marmoleum Ohmex is a static dissipative floor covering that meets higher
requirements for electrical conductivity. With an electrical resistance of 1-106
< R1 < 1-108 Ohm, conforming to EN 1081, Ohmex ensures personal safety and
protects equipment that is sensitive to static discharge. Ideal for computer
rooms, server rooms and areas with sensitive equipment. Marmoleum Ohmex is
2.5 mm thick and available in six colors. Marmoleum Ohmex is a non-stock item,
longer lead times apply.

73032 | mist grey

73146 | serene grey

73038 | Caribbean

73048 | graphite

72939 | black

73055 | fresco blue

Pre-cut panels sized 24”x 24” of all
Marmoleum colors can be made for raised
floor manufacturers. These are available on
request and minimum order quantities and
lead times apply. Please contact your local
sales representative for more information.

3891 | sage
3430 | salsa verde

SURFACE SOLUTIONS

•
•
•
•

extremely durable
low level of light reflectance
will not warp or crumble
48” (122 cm) width

* Select colors available
in 72” (183 cm) width
2162 | duck egg

2204 | poppy seed

2209 | black olive

2210 | hot salsa

2211 | tangerine zest

2207 | cinnamon bark

2212 | fresh pineapple

2213 | baby lettuce

2214 | blue berry

2166 | nutmeg spice

2186 | blanched almond

2187 | brown rice

2208 | mushroom medley

2182 | potato skin

2206 | oyster shell

2186 | blanched almond
2212 | fresh pineapple
2206 | oyster shell
2182 | potato skin
2187 | brown rice
2214 | blue berry
2162 | duck egg

wall panels & surface solutions
with

Marmoleum® Wall Panels
• provide increased impact resistance and easy installation
• meet the demanding California CARB phase 1 standard for
formaldehyde emissions
• feature 10.7% rapidly renewable materials and contain
77% pre-consumer (post-industrial) recycled content
Both Marmoleum® Wall Panels & Marmoleum® Surface Solutions
provide durability, repairability, permanent bacteriostatic
properties, and are available in a broad range of colors.

2162 | duck egg

CORAL ENTRANCE FLOORING
tile
•
•
•
•
•

STOP up to 95% of the walk-in dirt and moisture
REDUCE maintenance & cleaning costs by up to 65%
MINIMIZE liability from slips and falls
MAXIMIZE the useful life of interior finishes
LENGTH MATTERS! longer walk off = greater protection

5709 | royal purple

5705 | bondi blue

5722 | cornflower blue

5727 | stratos blue 

5710 | asphalt grey 

5721 | hurricane grey 

5723 | cardinal red

5706 | brick red 

5714 | shark grey

5724 | chocolate brown 

5715 | charcoal grey 

5730 | vulcan black 

5716 | masala brown

5754 | straw brown

5764 | petrified grey

5767 | slate blue

5741 | cannon grey 

5750 | aztec black

 Items are stocked. (5741 | cannon grey stocked in tile only) The lead time for non-stock items is 6-8 weeks.

5714 | shark grey
5730 | vulcan black
5721 | hurricane grey

FINISHING TOUCH

Designing with Marmoleum
Are you looking for something unique on your floor? That is
also sustainable and durable? Our Designing with Marmoleum
selection offers you just that. With our Waterjet technique we
can create the most precise and detailed floor designs. From
laser engraved Marmoleum tiles to exciting designs created by
international designers. Explore your options online.

Marmoleum Borders and Corners are exceptionally precise,
water-jet cut, made-to-order design elements that can be
used to add unique, custom features to your floor design.
Choose your individual color palette in any of our standard
configurations. Once a request form is filled out and the
product is ordered, standard delivery is within 4-6 weeks.
Minimum order is one linear meter of border or one corner.

Forbo Wall Base is available in seventy colors in a 4” height*
that will put the finishing touch on your Marmoleum
installation.
visit www.forboflooringna.com to view the full selection
of colors
* Select colors also available in 6” height and straight toe,
please contact customer service for minimum order
requirements.

sovereign

shadow

panache

nuance

new tradition

geometric

Forbo offers a full range of floor covering solutions.
Visit forboflooringna.com to learn more.
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